Art appreciation
Rice students should appreciate
the public art on campus and in the
surrounding community
see A&E p. 6

Are you ready for
some football?

All we do is win

Homecoming football game deserves
higher student attendance — put down
your work and go
see Ops p. 5

Soccer closes out season with road
win and football continues winning
streak with victory over UAB
See Sports p. 8

INSIDE

Halloween Baker
13 runners claim
unexpected objects
thrown at them
See P. 4

student-run
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Esperanza
tickets sell
out again
Isabella Bender Zevallos
For the Thresher

Due to demonstrated student
demand for more tickets, Rice
Program Council decided to rent
the second floor of the Museum
of Natural Science, thus providing 425 more tickets for Esperanza.
RPC President Aisha Jeeva
stated that while RPC had always
considered renting this extra
space, they did not want to book
it without knowing the demand
for tickets and then losing money
due to an overestimation.
The opening of the second
floor has enabled RPC to add
new elements to the homecoming dance.
“There will be a photo station
with props and a karaoke set-up
on the second floor,” RPC Socials Committee Co-chairs Jodie
Nghiem and Audrey Smith said.
“While we have had similar photo areas at past Esperanzas, we
have never had karaoke. However, we believe that the main attractions of the second floor will
be the five additional exhibits
that attendees will be able to explore, including the Hall of Gems
and Minerals, the Hall of African
Wildlife and more.”
Given the additional space,
RPC had to re-adjust the budget
to cater to additional costs. Nghiem and Smith said costs were
mostly incremental and were
easy to calculate on a per-person
basis, such as food and drinks,
which amount to about $9 per
person.
Jeeva explained that other flat
fees costs were also easily predictable, such as the additional
$2,000 needed to rent the second
flood.
“Additionally, the cash bars
were both incremental and step
function cost increases,” said Jeeva. “The cost of alcoholic drinks
are a combination of a flat fee
per bar which increases on a perperson basis, only taking into
consideration attendees over 21
… Ultimately, we were able to get
the venue cost, HPD, RUPD, EMS,
food, cash bars, non-alcoholic
beverages, activities for the second floor, tables, chairs, table
linens and decorations covered
for about the $8,500 we made on
ticket sales.”
Thus, Nghiem and Smith said
RPC did not need to increase its
blanket tax contribution to the
formal.
The RPC Socials added that
extra tickets had to be limited to
425 not only because the caterers
could only prepare food for the
current amount of guests, 1,800,
but also due to the fact that the
Museum imposed a limit of 1,000
guests on the dance floor at any
given time and because the cater7890see TICKETS, page 4
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SA solicits proposals for $40,000
Naoki Shiba

Thresher Staff

The Rice University Student Association is encouraging students to
join the discussion on how to spend
a leftover sum of $40,000. The money
comes from the Rice Endowment for
Sustainable Energy Technology’s $9
blanket tax, which was approved in
2010 and dissolved in 2013.
Leftover funds
RESET was originally approved
in 2010 as a blanket tax organization with a “sunset clause,” meaning its blanket tax status had to be

However, the blanket tax ultimately
failed reapproval in 2013. According
to SA President Ravi Sheth, these
funds are now under the jurisdiction
of the SA. Sheth, a Martel College senior, said although the money was

reapproved in three years. According to a report published by the SA,
RESET intended to use the $40,000
to fund any student-led initiatives
to promote energy eﬃciency and
sustainability on the Rice campus.

2010

RESET is not reapproved
in 2013, leading to its
dissolution

Approval of RESET to
receive a $9 blanket
tax by 71 percent of
student voters

2013

10/21/14

SA40K is discussed at
SA Senate Meeting

originally intended to go towards
the promotion of energy eﬃciency
and sustainability, the SA is willing
to consider to any creative proposals
from the student population.
7890see LEFTOVERS, page 3

SA40K is discussed at
SA Senate Meeting

11/12/14

11/19/14

Voting members
make final
decision at
Senate

President and
executive committee
present final
proposal for use
and management of
money at Senate

12/3/14

marcel merwin/thresher

Students show support for sexual assault survivors last Wednesday in the event “Carry that Weight.” The demonstration was inspired by a Columbia University student who carries her mattress to symbolize the burden of her assault.

Slackerplanner allows students to select
classes by diﬃculty, ratings, distribution
Maha Aziz

Thresher Staff

Brown College senior David Nichol
has created a website that allows students to browse courses using data
from Esther course evaluations.
“The website lets people search for
courses based on course evaluations,”
Nichol said. “What this means is that
you can ask, ‘What are the easiest distribution classes?’ or ‘Which FWIS is
the best?’ You can use this information to then choose which classes you
should take next semester.”
The website is available at www.
slackerplanner.com and has course
evaluations from fall 2012 to spring
2014, not including summers. Nichol

said he created Slackerplanner to see
which courses are better than others.
“I created the website over winter
break when I was incredibly bored,”
Nichol said. “I remember when registering for courses wishing I knew which
classes were the best ones to take, and
then being all like, ‘Oh wait, I’m a comp
sci major, I know how to make this
thing a thing.’ So then I did.”
The website allows students to
narrow their search by semester, distribution group, subject and either
workload or quality. According to the
website, courses with lower numbers
are easier or better. Nichol said he
hopes the website will make it easier
for students to pick classes.
“I’ve spent a long time on the

website just looking at diﬀerent
courses just to see how classes compare against each other,” Nichol said.
“Hopefully people can use it to decide
which classes they plan on taking in
future semesters.”
Peer Academic Advisor Magen
Eissenstat said she will not shut out
the possibility that students can use
a tool like Slackerplanner for good,
but she worries it could also fuel a
negative mindset when engaging
with academics.
“I think the most important question to ask yourself when using a tool
like this is: Why?,” Eissenstat, a McMurtry College sophomore, said. “We are all
here to get an education and to grow in
our knowledge and understanding of

the world. The distribution program,
in particular, is designed to give us the
freedom to challenge ourselves to think
in new, unfamiliar and therefore sometimes uncomfortable ways.”
Eissenstat said students looking
for easy distributions for the sake of
not working hard or learning may
want to think about the opportunities and values associated with academic challenges.
“When we think about our academic experiences at Rice, I believe
it is more valuable to think about our
classes in terms of what we want to gain
from them, rather than as an arbitrary
list of requirements that we want to ‘get
through’ as easily as possible,” Eissenstat said.
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New initiatve
seeks to enhance
Rice education
Hannah Che

For the Thresher

jaecey parham/thresher

A new Chevrolet Tahoe sits outside of RUPD’s headquarters. These cars were chosen based on precision driving tests and will replace the old fleet.

RUPD purchases new Chevrolet Tahoes
to replace aging patrol vehicle fleet
Jaecey Parham
For the Thresher

The Rice University Police Department recently acquired new 2014 Chevrolet Tahoes
for their patrol fleet. The new vehicles feature
updated and enhanced exterior graphics, as
well as a larger appearance and other exterior
modifications.
The funds for the new patrol Tahoes came
from the university’s fiscal year 2014 operations budget. Chief of Police Johnny Whitehead
said the police department requested funding
for the new vehicles because of high mileage
and maintenance of the old patrol vehicles.
“The fleet is pretty aged,” Whitehead said.
“We were spending so much on maintenance.
When the cars are in the shop, you can’t put
them out in patrol.”

0LEFTOVERS
FROM PAGE 1
“How this money should be spent is a diﬃcult
question, but also an opportunity for creativity,”
Sheth said. “It [is] ultimately up to the student
body to decide the best way to spend the money.”
Archit Chaba, a Will Rice College senator and
Rice Environmental Society member, said the
funds should be returned to their original purpose
of funding campus environmental projects.
“Previous projects by RESET have positively
impacted a significant portion of the student body
while improving campus sustainability,” Chaba, a
senior, said. “A survey conducted recently demonstrated continued student desire to improve Rice’s
environmental infrastructure. We should use the
former RESET funds to support these aspirations.”
According to Chaba, RESET no longer exists
due to ambiguous wording of policy and lack of
quorum. However, the Rice Environmental Society, the umbrella organization for all environmental clubs on campus, is currently trying to achieve
the same goal that RESET sought to accomplish:
supporting and funding student environmental projects. Chaba said if chosen to receive the
$40,000, RES — an organization that currently
has no source of funding — would start an environmental initiative fund that could be used for
any student-led environmental project.
“According to a recent survey taken by the
SA’s environmental committee, students have expressed an interest in installing more water bottle
refilling stations, similar to ones in the RMC, recreation center and Fondren Library, improving
the sustainability of older buildings such as Herzstein and Sewall and expanding the bike share
program,” Chaba said. “This list is by no means
exhaustive, and that is the inherent beauty of this
proposal — any student with an idea for an environmental project will be able to gain the funding
required to actually implement that idea.”
Student Input
According to Sheth, the SA Executive Committee will discuss options with the college senators
and give them the freedom to engage the students

According to Whitehead, RUPD had several vehicles with high mileage — between
80,000 to 90,000 miles.
“The maintenance costs were [also] very
high,” Whitehead said.
Whitehead said each new Tahoe cost
around $18,000. However, the police equipment that had to be added to the vehicles,
including emergency lights, sirens and in-car
camera and computer systems, cost an additional $19,000 per vehicle, making the total
cost of each vehicle $37,000.
According to Whitehead, the choice of
Chevrolet Tahoes was based partly on Michigan
state’s police department, which annually conducts precision driving tests on police vehicles,
including the Tahoe. When testing, they look at
braking distance, fuel economy, ergonomics,
dynamics and comfort level for the oﬃcer.

“The Tahoe consistently rates well in the
Michigan state police testing,” Whitehead
said. “We checked with other police departments, and those that have the Tahoe are very
pleased with it. [Also,] the cost is lower than a
lot of other options out there.”
Whitehead said RUPD has been happy with
the new Tahoes and the replacement of some
of their patrol fleet. The update of the patrol vehicles was a priority for the police department
this year, according to Whitehead.
“We [also] like the Tahoe because it’s high
[off the ground] and we get a lot of flooding
on campus, so we are able to continue to
patrol and respond to emergencies at those
times,” Whitehead said. “We are in pretty
good shape. All of our patrol vehicles have
been the priority. All of the patrol vehicles are
now up to date.”

in the discussion however they wish.
Hanszen College Senator Nathan Andrus said
he will be leading the senators in engaging students and is currently asking senators to not only
talk to college residents, but to also encourage
them to fill out an online form. Andrus, a senior,
said the online form will help the SA understand
how students wish to spend the $40,000.

“We will be evaluating proposals based on
their thoughtfulness,” Andrus said. “Proposals
should describe how the idea will have a longlasting, long-term impact on the students.”
Hanszen College President TJ Patel said she
agrees the money should not be spent on one-time
events.
“We should spend the [$40,000] on something
sustainable, especially because it is rare to have so
much [funding],” Patel, a senior, said.

“[The] inherent beauty
of this proposal [is] any
student with an idea for
an environmental project will be able to gain
the funding required.
Archit Chaba
RES Member

“The purposes of the online form are to gauge
numbers and ask for specific proposals, which all
the senators will be able to see and judge critically,” Andrus said. “What students want has a priority in determining what we will do.”
Andrus said the most popular idea thus far is
using the money for RESET’s original purposes,
although other ideas have come up.
“There have been ideas of starting up an initiative fund — investing the money for the long term
to be used in physical improvements or in event
programming,” Andrus said. “However, spending
money towards RESET’s original purpose is still
currently one of the frontrunners.”
According to Andrus, when the senators sit
down next week to review the proposals, they will
look for ideas that are creative and sustainable.

Rice Environmental Society
According to RES President Ashley Ugarte, the
SA received $40,000 in RESET funds the same
year students created a 100-year sustainability
plan outlining their desire to make Rice more sustainable. Ugarte said the student population still
supports sustainability, which is why RES should
receive the funds.
“We hope [that the decision to give the $40,000
to RES] will honor all students — those whose initial intention for these funds was to be used for
campus greening and those today who also hope
to see the same outcome,” Ugarte said. “We believe
this to be an incredible opportunity to expand environmental sustainability projects beyond just
water and energy and to include other areas of
need such as recycling, composting, expanding
the Rice gardens and other similar ideas.”
According to RES, the organization is actively
raising awareness about their eﬀorts, which includes running a photo campaign in front of
Coﬀeehouse. Ugarte said the campaign invites
students to oﬀer their input regarding specific sustainability projects they’d like implemented.
“We believe this will model the positive, lasting and sustainable change we can make with the
[$40,000],” Ugarte said.
Sheth said the discussions on how the $40,000
will be spent or whether the funds should be spent
on RESET’s original purposes should strive to actively involve the whole student body, because an
opportunity like this does not come often.
“There are very few times in Rice’s history
where students have had this magnitude of unallocated funding,” Sheth said. “[The executive
committee] urges, with the utmost importance,
that the discussions should be transparent, extensive and involved.”

Rice University is launching a three-year
volunteer and fundraising eﬀort called the Owl
Edge: Initiative for Students that will aim to
enhance Rice’s student experience, according
to the Oﬃce of Development and Alumni Relations. The initiative will debut during Homecoming weekend and will seek to provide an
educational edge for students through the funding of three specific goals.
The first goal involves raising student scholarship aid through new endowments, according
to President David Leebron.
“We have an increasingly diverse student
body, which is resulting in greater demand for
scholarships,” Leebron said. “The cost of funding these scholarships is becoming more challenging.”
Leebron said another goal of the initiative is
strengthening the Rice educational experience.
“Part of what we’re trying to do is fund
more opportunities for students, whether it’s
research, travel, internships or mentoring programs,” Leebron said. “We will also be enhancing the Center for Teaching Excellence and creating a new entrepreneurship track within the
business minor.”
According to Leebron, the third aspect is related to helping students achieve lives of impact
both while they are here and beyond.
“[The third aspect] involves providing more
professional development opportunities for
students and developing entrepreneurship programs like OwlSpark,” Leebron said.
Leebron said the initiative reflects a time in
Rice’s history during which there must not only
be a continuation of volunteer and fundraising
eﬀorts done in the past, but also the introduction of new campaigns.
“For me, there are two big pillars of this
campaign,” Leebron said. “How do we make
sure that, having admitted the most remarkable students that we can find, this education
is possible for them and how do we make sure
the education is as good as it can be, in terms of
a full range of opportunities that we can oﬀer?”
According to Darrow Zeidenstein, the vice
president for Development and Alumni Relations, the initiative will invite parents, alumni
and friends to support the mission to educate
and prepare students for leadership for the future. An explicit goal of the eﬀort will also be to
ask for contributions of time and eﬀort.
“For a lot of people, giving their time is every
bit as valuable as giving their money — for some
of them it’s even more,” Zeidenstein said. “So
asking them to make a diﬀerence in student’s
lives by giving their time is something that we
have to be very thoughtful about, and this initiative is meant to mobilize that eﬀort.”
Leebron said the impact of the initiative will
reach both incoming and current students.
“There will be ideas we will develop, pilot
programs we can get started and opportunities
that we will continue to enhance and sustain,”
Leebron said. “We hope to acquire resources for
the future but also impact students that are here
already.”
Zeidenstein said success of the initiative will
not be measured by a dollar goal but on what is
achieved through the funding.
“At the end of three years, we want to be able
to say that we’ve accomplished what we put forward in our three goals,” Zeidenstein said. “So
this isn’t really a dollar-driven eﬀort so much as
a ‘get it done on the ground’ eﬀort.”
According to Leebron, student involvement
is encouraged for the initiative’s success.
“I think our students’ enthusiasm is actually
the biggest driver of everything,” Leebron said.
“My experience with Rice students has led me
to realize they’re remarkably dedicated to making Rice better for the people following them —
that they are very thoughtful and very generous
when it comes to thinking about making Rice
stronger for the next generation.”
Leebron said the initiative reflects both the
concepts outlined in the Student Association’s
Education of the Future initiative and the ideas
of the administration regarding the improvement of the Rice experience.
“Those two things are remarkably aligned,”
Leebron said. “Faculty, students, alumni and
donors are all pretty much headed in the same
direction — to make our education more impactful, in terms of giving people not just knowledge, but skills and ambition, and excitement.
We want our students to arrive thinking they’re
going to change the world, and we want them to
leave thinking they can change the world.”
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The day plates fell from the sky
A few Baker 13 runners reportedly met with some unexpected obstacles this year beyond the typical furniture defenses.
Individuals dressed in all black were seen spraying condiments and throwing corn tortillas. Runners reportedly had
their photos taken throughout the run, including by some who
did not appear to be Rice students. Baker 13 runners also broke
a window at Will Rice college.

“

Items allegedly thrown:

“While on our way to Duncan, I had ketchup and mustard
thrown at me. It was pretty surprising, and I had to stop to
wipe off my face so I didn’t get any in my eyes. I did almost get
hit with a plate at Brown. I couldn’t tell if it was intentional or
not. I was standing very close to a building so I suppose someone could have accidentally dropped it, but I don’t think that’s
likely. Luckily, it was in an area where there weren’t too many
people so no one got hurt.”

Misha Silva
Lovett Sophomore

“While we were running some people were tossing holi powder at
us. I got hit with ketchup and some friends said they could smell
Sriracha sauce. Both of these things [were] only mildly aggravating, but [they] didn’t ruin the spirit of the run as a whole. The
only thing that was thrown that caused any concern to myself
and the other runners was when a plate was dropped oﬀ of the
Brown quads. Had any of us been five feet over we would have
been hit with a servery plate. Whether it was of ill intent or not, I
do not know, but it is something that should not have happened
and could have easily ruined everyone’s night.”

Raul Rondon
McMurtry Sophomore
“Baker 13 was a great time! Defense consisted of much more
than just water balloons, with apples being thrown off the
sundeck at Martel, and a plate being thrown off a higher floor
at Brown. The objects used in defense should be limited to water balloons, hoses, and other non-injuring means of defense,
and barricades should be made to block, not injure. An upside
down chair does not block any better than a right-side up chair
but can cause many more injuries. In addition, first-time runners should be reminded of the dangers of climbing barricades
while wet and naked. Personally I found the throwing of food
and condiments a fun and creative alternative to standard
defense. As long as hot-sauce and other damaging sauces are
avoided, and harder foods such as pumpkins and apples are
not thrown, then adding a food-fight portion of Baker 13 is all
in good fun!”

“

Dylan Dickens
Martel Freshman

“This was my first time running, and I really enjoyed it! The defenses at the diﬀerent colleges were fun to run through, but there
were some weird encounters in between. While running, I was
surprised by the sheer number of clothed people with cameras.
I also was startled when [a friend] and I got sprayed with water
while running only to discover that it wasn’t water but vinegar.”

Midori Rinkliff,
Lovett Sophomore

jake nyquist/thresher

A window of Will Rice College’s private dining room was broken by Baker 13
runners.

Information Tecnology hires new CIO,
VP to consolidate diﬀerent IT units
by Jieya Wen

Thresher Staff

Incoming Vice President for Information
Technology and Chief Information Officer
Klara Jelinkova will officially come to position in the first week of January.
The Rice University Task Force on Information Technology suggested the creation of
the new position.
“Rice would benefit from having a person
vested with sufficient responsibility and authority to influence the entire IT ecosystem
and help set policies and priorities at the
senior management level,” the Report on IT
Principles, Governance & Organization said.
“The university should formally create the
position of Chief Information Officer (CIO) for
the university, reporting to either the President or Provost.”
According to Kevin Kirby, vice president
for administration, the vice president for
IT and CIO will serve as senior technology
leader supporting the research, education
and administrative functions. The CIO will
consolidate the university’s academic and
administrative IT units.
“Reporting to President David Leebron
and serving on the senior leadership team,
the CIO will provide leadership on issues

facing the university broadly and work with
Rice’s academic and administrative units to
achieve the desired results,” Kirby, chair of
Rice University Task Force on Information
Technology, said.
Kirby said the CIO will also implement the
governance and organizational changes according to the recommendation by Task Force
on IT.
“One of the core premises of the task force
was not to add or reduce resources allocated
to IT at Rice but rather to reallocate existing
resources,” Kirby said. “This new position
and the other recommendations are intended
to make the current IT organizational structure more effective and efficient. [The CIO]
will focus IT on supporting Rice’s strategy
and core missions of research and education,
while simultaneously improving the day-today operations and services.”
Jelinkova is currently the senior associate
vice president and chief information technology officer at the University of Chicago. She
was the assistant vice president of Shared
Services and Infrastructure at Duke University prior to her position at the University of
Chicago.
In an interview with Rice University News
and Media, Jelinkova said she is excited to
serve as VP and CIO of Rice’s IT department.

“I am delighted to be joining Rice University, where technology is playing an increasingly important role in all aspects of university life and has the potential to catalyze
new ideas in both education and research,”
Jelinkova said. “I look forward to working
with the faculty, students and staff at Rice
to articulate an innovative technology vision
for Rice and make that vision a reality.”

courtesy university of chicago

Klara Jelinkova

0TICKETS
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ers could only prepare food for the current
amount of guests, 1,800.
“If it starts to exceed that capacity, the
HPD officers present to keep an eye on the
fossils according to our contract will start
to remove people,” Jeeva said. “We didn’t
think it would be fair to sell 2,000 tickets
when only [a half] of the attendees could
be on the dance floor at one time.”
Nghiem and Smith said ticket sales have
been going well, as an increasing number
of students have been taken off the waitlist
in several rounds.
Initially, there were over 1,000 students
on the waitlist, and now there are less than
600 remaining.
However, RPC remains confident they
will allow the majority of students to buy
tickets.
Jeeva admits there were many issues
previously surrounding the sale of tickets,
but hopes that students will acknowledge
the work that RPC has dedicated in making
this event happen.
“We know it was a frustrating time for
students,” Jeeva said. “We really appreciated the people who were patient and understanding while we were trying to work
through the issues and find reasonable solutions, and hope that students will keep
in mind that the people they are so harshly
criticizing are their peers who have put significant time and effort into making this
event as successful as possible.”
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Students should remember
original purpose of 40K
The Student Association is soliciting
suggestions for how to spend $40,000 of
leftover sums from the Rice Endowment
for Sustainable Energy Technology’s blanket tax, which was approved in 2010 and
dissolved in 2013 (see p.1).
While the SA said it will consider all
proposals, including those not explicitly
concerned with sustainability or environmental issues, the Thresher believes
students should focus their proposals on
on-campus sustainability efforts. Though
$40,000 can be used in many exciting and
eccentric ways, students have an obligation to see that it is spent on sustainability initiatives.
Rice students voted in 2010 to allocate
$9 in blanket tax money to RESET, and
the selected proposal should honor that
intent. Though RESET was not reapproved
three years later, it was due to insufficient
voter turnout, not lack of student sentiment.
Students would not only honor the
intent of those who voted for the blanket
tax in the first place by creating proposals geared toward sustainability, but they
would also take a crucial step in making
Rice more environmentally conscious.
Many on-campus sustainability efforts
could be introduced or expanded, and
$40,000 can go a long way toward that
goal.
For instance, Rice’s recycling system
can be improved. Money could be spent
on installing more outdoor recycling
bins — all outdoor trash cans should
be accompanied by recycling bins, and
students should not have to go out of their
way to recycle. Further, money could go
toward better educating Rice students on
what can and cannot be recycled. Outreach efforts could entail posting signage
by all recycling bins and trash cans with
pictures of what should be recycled and
what should be trashed.
Additionally, many older buildings on
campus, such as Sewall Hall and Herzstein Hall, could be retrofitted with more
sustainable hardware, such as low-flush
toilets and LED lighting.
Recycling and retrofitting older buildings are low-hanging fruits in the fight to
make Rice more sustainable, but students
should also think big. Perhaps $40,000
could fund a currently unforeseen sustainable venture, and it should be used to
create a fund similar to that which RESET
originally proposed.
While crafting creative proposals for
spending the SA’s $40,000 can be fun and
exciting, we should make sure they work
toward making Rice a more sustainable
campus. To do otherwise would show that
Rice students do not respect prior student
decisions and are complacent with the
current level of sustainability on Rice’s
campus.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority
opinion of the Thresher editorial staﬀ. All
other opinion pieces represent solely the
opinion of the piece’s author.

Institutionalized activities
don’t define Rice experience
I remember the first time I got rejected
from co-advising. Having just left my FWIS
class, I was on the steps of Fondren Library,
heading toward the quad, when I got the
email informing me I had not been selected. I
slumped my way back to McMurtry College; I
had really wanted to advise. This was not the
first, nor last, rejection I received. Advising
is one of the institutionalized experiences
that Rice students apply for, and get disappointed if they are rejected.
Alternative Spring Break and IMPACT Rice
applications have now passed us, and before
we know it, advisor selection applications
will re-emerge. People want to participate in
these types of institutionalized experiences,
as I call them, for a variety of reasons. Some
of these reasons include students hearing
about them from friends and peers, social
media rendering these activities fairytaleesque, students feeling that these opportunities will help them build their Rice careers
and, of course, genuine interest. However,
as Rice students, we must understand that
these activities — while they do have positive
aspects — are not the ultimate markers of the
Rice experience.
Maybe you’re thinking I’m one to talk because I did an ASB my freshman year and
IMPACT as a sophomore, and to some extent,
you’re right. I would be a hypocrite if I did
not acknowledge that those were good experiences for me, and I would not take them
back.
I have felt the sting of rejection with advising. I have been rejected from six different
colleges, one of them my own, over the past
two years. Looking at those rejections, stepping back and thinking about my own ASB
and IMPACT experiences have led to me conclude that nobody needs these institutionalized experiences to make the most out of
their time at Rice.
Realistically speaking, ASB started my
interest in volunteering during college (not
to mention instantly giving me the chance
to be productive over spring break) and IMPACT introduced me to a lot of people and
helped me better understand my goals and
leadership style. I could have become interested in volunteering in a different way, and
I could have developed an understanding of
my goals and leadership style without IMPACT. As for advising, I can give advice and
be there for each new class without the label
of “advisor.”
A decade from now, I will not remember
my ASB and IMPACT as being the top influential things that happened to me at Rice,
although I did have great moments being
involved with them. I will remember the
long nights at the Thresher, spontaneously
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Letter to the Editor: IT apologizes
Rice Program Council and Rice Undergraduate Students,
The IT division deeply regrets that a
malfunctioning system inconvenienced students in purchasing tickets to Esperanza in a
timely fashion. As mentioned in the Thresher, the site had been used successfully for
three previous formal events and over 11,000
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driving to Galveston at 2 a.m. with my best
friend, and getting an essay score back and
realizing that my determination to not bomb
it had paid off.
You do not need to do an ASB to get thrown
into the world of volunteering. There’s RSVP,
PAIR and a plethora of other options — you
can even create your own opportunities. You
do not need IMPACT to make a difference on
campus and beyond — if you see something
you want to change positively, do it. With or
without an official title, it does not matter.
You do not need to advise to help new students have a great and fulfilling first year.
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signups for campus events this past year. We
will continue working to improve the system. Please accept our sincere apology.
Andrea Martin
Director, Enterprise Applications
Rice University Information Technology

The Rice Thresher, the oﬃcial student newspaper
at Rice University since 1916, is published each
Wednesday during the school year, except during
examination periods and holidays, by the students
of Rice University.
Letters to the Editor must be received by 5 p.m.
the Friday prior to publication and must be
signed, including college and year if the writer is
a Rice student. The Thresher reserves the rights
to edit letters for content and length and to place
letters on its website.

Attend the
Homecoming
football game
Rice University is hosting its annual homecoming football game this Saturday, Nov. 8. The
team is competing for its sixth win of the season, which will essentially guarantee a spot in
a bowl game for the third-straight season and
the fifth time in the last 40 years. Additionally,
Rice is currently riding a five-game winning
streak, has won 11 of their last 12 home games
and looks as if they could be contenders for the
Conference USA title.
Sadly, most Rice students have not attended a football game this season despite having a team that is arguably one of Rice’s better
teams of the past 40 years. Rice averaged an
attendance of 18,785 fans per game last season,
which may seem like a large number, but when
compared to the Division I average of 45,192
fans per game, it’s easy to see Rice’s attendance
problems.
Of course, it’s unrealistic to expect football
attendance to skyrocket anytime soon, if ever.
We have the natural disadvantage of being a
small school of under 4,000 undergraduates,
which naturally lowers the number of students
and alumni that can attend events.
Regardless, Rice does have almost 4,000 undergraduate students. If just one-fourth of the
school came to our homecoming football game,
it would be the largest student attendance
we’ve had in recent memory. Remember the
Conference Championship game last year and
how fun it was to rush the field and be a part of
something bigger than yourself? Just one-fourth
of the student body coming to the football game
would create an unforgettable atmosphere and
a student section larger than any of us have seen
at Rice Stadium.
We’ve all heard the excuses: I have too much
work, I don’t want to go to a game at 11 a.m —
the list goes on. These are valid concerns. Eleven o’clock on a Saturday is early, and Rice can be
a lot of work. But for just one day, for just a few
hours, we should all join together as a school,
as Rice, and root for the team that represents
each and every one of us. For one day, let’s not
be Murts, Sidizens, Bakerites or whatever you
may be. Let’s come together as Rice Owls, watch
some quality football and watch our classmates
clinch a spot in the college football postseason.
The Rice Rally Club will host a tailgate before the game, which can (when done right) be
one of the most fun parts of college weekends.
There will be breakfast and drinks provided,
with games and activities starting two hours
before kickoﬀ. If you can go to the game, you
should. They’re always a lot of fun, and the
homecoming game should be the most fun and
best-attended game of the season. Also, I will
personally high-five you if you come up to me.
Totally worth it.

Evan Neustater
is a McMurtry
College
sophomore
and a
Thresher
sports
editor.
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1989
D+

Benjamin Huber-Rodriguez
Thresher Staff

courtesy big machine

Fat Tony lights up
Matchbox

marcel merwin/thresher
Rice-favorite rapper Fat Tony made an appearance on campus Oct. 30 for a free show hosted
by KTRU Radio and Matchbox Gallery. The event, also featuring artists Abdu Ali, Schwarz
and Kilbourne, is part of a larger #MOTIVATIONALTOUR.

Public art creates community space
Kaylen Strench
A&E Editor

It seems like public art has taken over Rice
University these past few weeks. In early October,
Charette winner “Soundworm!” was installed
near Fondren Library. And this past week, local
artist Daniel Anguilu began work on an edgy, multicolored mural by the fire pits at Baker College.
And these follow closely behind Hermann Park’s
“Art in the Park” centennial celebration, in which
regionally- and nationally-known artists constructed works throughout the green space.
Such pieces are not introduced without controversy — many are aesthetically daring and could
seem intrusive. They cannot be avoided; they demand to be seen (or heard), analyzed and evaluated. Despite the inherent in-your-face nature of
the public art movement, I think it is important
and praise-worthy, whether you like the art or not.
The sad truth about art appreciation is that
it often falls on one side of the socio-economic
divide. The intellectual hype about art and the
inability of low-income schools to provide art programs makes art inaccessible to the working class.
Many may grow up feeling that museums are not
for them. It also doesn’t help that art exhibitions
typically have a steep entry fee, are located in
upper-class neighborhoods and are littered with
markers that require a high level of literacy. All of
these factors contribute to the notion that enjoying
art is for the wealthy and educated. This is tragic.
Art is not meant to be concealed behind a goldplated gate: It is classless, universal. It is open to
interpretation and all levels of understanding, and
it belongs to the viewer as much as the artist.

THE
WEEKLY
SCENE
The editors’ picks
for this week’s
best events. Time
to explore the
wonderful world
of Houston.

Public art solves this problem by placing art
on the level of those who may normally be unaccustomed to it. By putting pieces in a public
setting, all may interact with it from a place of
comfort and familiarity. Art may be accessed
and evaluated with or without literacy, education or money, and the absence of the museum
context makes it approachable and non-intimidating. It is unlikely that the homeless would
ever enter, or even be allowed inside, the Houston Museum of Fine Arts. There is something
intrinsically wonderful about being able to sit
comfortably on the benches of Hermann Park
and look at Yvonne Domenge’s “Wind Waves”
(the red orb) or Sharon Engelstein’s “Dillidiidae” (the pink, bubbly structures).

Art is not meant to be
concealed behind a
gold-plated gate: It is
classless, universal.
Public art brings communities together. It
transforms a place of utility into something that
invites public discussion and interaction. Public
spaces that lack aesthetic elements run the risk
of existing strictly as the location of jobs and
tasks versus communities. Public works of art,

particularly those that are loud, daring and conceptual, invite and perhaps even force people to
converse about something that is part of their
collective experience and isn’t distinctive to their
own lives. “Soundworm!,” whether you like it
or not, creates a dialogue that every single Rice
student can participate in, regardless of major,
residential college or extracurricular interest. It
makes Rice a little less of a place where you go
to class and do work and more of a community.
Years after I graduate, I may encounter another
alum and ask, “Oh, do you remember that great
class with Professor Brody?” More than likely
the answer will be “no” because he never took
it. However, if I ask “What did you think of the
yellow thing by Fondren?,” I feel confident his
eyes would light up with recognition. Public art
makes a broken space feel connected.
Public art, because it is in our space and refuses to be ignored, forces us to step back and think
about life as something more than the next party
or test. This is something particularly important
for Rice students, who are often guilty of thinking
of time in one-hour, fifteen-minute blocks. Art is
critical because it reveals the human condition;
it forces us to confront the fact that we will die
someday, and thus there is something beautiful
and important about humanity and our existence.
Public art oﬀers this notion to those who forget to
seek it out; those who perhaps need it the most.
So you, yes you, with the black circles under
your eyes and five hours of problem sets to finish:
Sit by “Soundworm!,” close your eyes, and listen
to the chatting and bustling of people in Coﬀeehouse or the rec center. This is humanity, this is
existence, and it is heart-stoppingly beautiful.

Taylor Swift has been on the pop
scene for nearly a decade, making her a
staple of radio music since elementary
and middle school for me and many
of my peers. Her new album, 1989, is
named after her birth year. That makes
Swift nearly seven years older than the
average Rice University freshman. But I
still think of her as the seemingly perennial teenager that burst on the scene in
2006 with songs about the overwhelming emotions associated with high
-school romance. And her countrytinged, guitar-rock ballads are at least
partially responsible for the introduction of country into mainstream-pop
radio, although her detractors will call
those tunes ‘country pop’ or just ‘pop.’
To put it bluntly, 2014 Taylor Swift
sounds nothing like 2006 Taylor Swift
in some of the worst ways possible.
Rather than expand on her sound, her
current collection of synth and percussion-heavy, voice-modified pop tracks
strip away any remaining uniqueness
formerly present in the singer. Instead,
she is relegated to the role of anonymous female pop star singing meaningless songs while her producers try in
vain to craft the next Pure Heroine.
Opening track “Welcome to New
York” is an unevolving bit of dance
pop that sounds like it could have been
written for anyone. Swift’s once-distinguishable alto is synthesized into ambiguity as it shouts cringeworthy lines.
Former Swift singles highlighted quirky
details the singer remembered about
lovers, such as “the first time when I
didn’t kiss him and I should have.” But
the lyrics on 1989 sound half remembered and half cliché, such as “moving
the furniture to dance / like we stood
a chance / two paper airplanes flying!” from second single “Out Of The
Woods,” a song that tries so hard to
sound anthemic it ultimately collapses.
Swift was a beloved pop singer
for being relatable. Rather than the
cheerleader that wore “short skirts,”
she wore “t-shirts” and resided “on
the bleachers.” When her high school
years were behind her, she managed
to connect to fans of her own age with
2012’s “22” and party alongside her
college-aged friends with the dubstep
influenced “Trouble.” 1989 finds Swift
0see 1989, page 8

ALT-J

HERMANN RUN

MIXED MEDIA

DAVID SEDARIS

Attention all indie-rock fans — your
week’s about to get a whole lot better.
Critically-acclaimed punk-rock band
alt-J is coming to Houston Nov. 6. The
group should be in top form following
the recent release of their second studio
album. The concert starts at 8 p.m., and
tickets are a steal at $35.

There are no excuses not to take a walk
or run, especially in gorgeous Hermann Park, site of the 2014 Run in the
Park. The 5k is this Saturday, Nov. 8,
and starts at 8 a.m. Runners will circle
the green space and celebrate afterward at a post-race party with music,
food and drinks.

Forget getting sloppy in your room
again; join the Museum of Fine Arts
for a late-night, classy, mixed-media event, Thursday, Nov. 7, from 8
p.m. to midnight. Dance, drink (for
those of age) and get an exclusive
ticket to wander amongst Monet’s
paintings.

Author of classics like Me Talk
Pretty One Day and Naked, Sedaris’ sharp cultural insights, quick
wit and sarcastic humor make
him one of America’s finest contemporary humorists. Hear him
live, Saturday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m.

Bayou Music Center
520 Texas Avenue
bayoumusiccenter.com

Hermann Park
6201-A Hermann Park
hermannpark.org

Museum of Fine Arts
1001 Bissonnet Street
mfah.org/a/mixed-media

Jones Hall for the Performing
Arts
615 Louisiana Street
spahouston.org/tickets
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Surprise your bored S.O. with Houston’s hottest date ideas
Kaylen Strench

down, winning you a giant teddy bear that
you cart around the rest of the night with
pride. You walk down the pier, eating cotton candy, and share a moonlit kiss to the
natural melody of the waves. All is possible at the Kemah Boardwalk, arguably
one of the most romantic spots in the city.
This 60-acre complex, only 30 miles southeast of downtown Houston, is home to beautiful carnival lights, amusement park rides,
shopping, arcade games, restaurants, boat
rides and much more. There is no admission
fee, and entertainment is cheap and abundant. This is a perfect date for the nostalgic
romantic. Find more details at the website:
http://www.kemahboardwalk.com

A&E Editor

It’s fall, and love is in the air. There’s no
better time than now to ask that special someone in your life on a romantic date, whether
you’ve been together since high school or
have just exchanged glances in class. Let’s
be real, though: Planning good dates is hard.
You definitely could take your crush out to
Thai Village, but you’re fancier than that. But
you’re also a broke college student, so it’s
not like you can whisk them away to one of
Houston’s finest restaurants. Never fear, my
friend — the Thresher has your back. We have
researched some of the best dates in Houston. Let’s just put it this way: The only thing
that will be better than your day/evening will
be your night.

1. Cookin’ Up Some Romance
Cooking Classes at Central Market

You’ve seen it a million times in romantic
comedies. He leans over her, helping her stir.
She wipes a bit of flour off of her lips. Classy
cooking is all romance. Not only is taking a
cooking class with your sweetheart a
fun and romantic experience,
but you will also learn some
useful skills for when you inevitably become a real adult
without a meal plan. Central
Market, a high-end grocery
store in River Oaks, regularly
hosts a variety of reasonably-priced cooking classes. You
can register online at their website: http://www.
centralmarket.com/
cooking-school.aspx.
You should book far
in advance, as classes
fill up fast.

2. I’d [Hike] the Distance for You

Hiking through Houston Arboretum and
Nature Center

If you’re the outdoorsy type, lace up some
hiking boots and take your date on a fall hike
through the beautiful Houston Arboretum and
Nature Center in Memorial Park. The 155-acre
nature sanctuary is quiet, peaceful and home
to a variety of plants and animals. Go bird
watching, have a picnic or tackle the five
miles of trails free of charge. Find more info
about the Arboretum at their website:
http://houstonarboretum.org/about

genre from jazz to country to rock and more,
and from Grammy-nominated artists to local
bands. No matter what’s playing, you’ll have
more than enough excuses to pull your date
in for a dance. This is sure to be the classiest
night you’ll ever have in Midtown. Find the
band schedule and more info at their website:
http://www.continentalclub.com/Houston.html

3. You Make Me Feel Like
Dancin’

Live Music at the Continental Club

The Continental Club is one of
Houston’s worst-kept secrets. The
upclass Midtown dive bar touts a
sultry atmosphere, an impressive
drink list and, best of all, great live
music. The cover charge is typically
$10 on weekend nights, but the club
doesn’t charge a separate admission
fee to see the bands. Music varies in

4. Pier into My Eyes

Romantic Evening on the Kemah Boardwalk

It’s everything you always thought your
first date would be: You hold hands as you
zip through a carnival ride, your stomach
jumping into your chest. He shoots a bottle

5. SPLURGE: Baby, You Take Me
to New Heights
Air Balloon Rides over Houston

Okay, warning: This one’s a bit pricey.
This is the date for the guy/girl who wants
to propose, screwed up big time or has been
saving since age three. However, when the
time is right, take your sweetheart on an air
balloon ride at sunset around the beautiful
Katy/West Houston area. Rides are
about an hour long —
the perfect amount of
time to charm your
S.O. in a cozy setting.
Again, at $250 a passenger, this experience costs a pretty
penny, but you’re
sure to make a memory that will stay with
you forever. Rides are
booked through Air
Texas Balloon Adventures. Find more information at their website:
http://www.airtexasballoon.com
illustrations by carrie jiang
and claire elestwani
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1989
from page 6
emulating the new wave of pop stars, losing all
of her originality and, subsequently, credibility
and resonance. “Wildest Dreams” sounds like
a cheap Lorde impression, with Swift echoing
herself over spacey beats that have become a
hallmark of ‘minimalist pop,’ while “I Wish
You Would” includes the ’80s shotgun drums
and funky guitar flange that sister-band and
2013 breakout group Haim have repopularized.
In fact, if the song didn’t descend into the void
of over-produced pop grandeur on the coda, it
could actually pass for a Haim B-side.
So how does 1989 hold up on the catchiness
front? If you look no further than lead single
“Shake It Oﬀ,” the answer is ‘excellently.’ I’ve
heard the song making the rounds at Rice parties and pre-games since it was released, firmly
ensuring the seal of approval from what I would
guess is Swift’s target demographic — 19-yearold females. But for a pop album, the rest of the
record is disappointingly stale. The dance tracks
are repetitive and don’t find the grooves that
recent pop singers like Nicki Minaj and Ariana
Grande have locked into — no doubt with help
from collaborations with artists like The Weeknd and Drake. The four-chord country-pop is
completely absent, with an acoustic guitar failing to make an appearance until track 10.
Ultimately, 1989 will be regarded as Swift’s
‘pure pop’ album on which she delved further
than ever before into synth- and computer-based
production. The impersonality of the songwriting and vocals are huge detractors, bringing the
singer a solid step backward after eight years of
incremental improvement. However, Swift’s eye
for detailed lyrics still shines from time to time
— the “long hair, slicked-back, white t-shirt,” the
“hands in my hair, clothes in my room,” the spoken word diss on “Shake it Oﬀ” — these moments
still manage to evoke the old Swift we know and
love. But, unfortunately, they don’t work to put
together cohesive feelings from each song, with
each chorus and song title sounding like it was
pumped out by some sentimental phrase generator. The end result is one song (“Shake It Oﬀ”)
that will be a staple of parties and impromptu
dance sessions for years and another dozen utterly forgettable pieces of 2010-era generi-pop.
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This Week in Entertainment

Big Hero 6

courtesy walt disney

by Louis Lesser

courtesy columbia records

Motion – Calvin Harris

IN THEATERS

ALBUM

Disney presents its first collaboration between its animation division and Marvel Comics since acquiring the company in 2009. When
a boy and his self-built robot uncover a villainous plot, they decide
to take matters into their own hands and assemble a crime-fighting
team to defeat the masked super-villain. PG. 108 minutes. Also in 3-D.

Amid his rise to becoming one of the world’s most well-known
DJs, Harris released his fourth studio album of electronic dance music. The collection includes the top-ten hit “Summer,” and single
“Blame.” The album also features appearances from Gwen Stefani,
Big Sean, Ellie Goulding and Haim among other artists.

courtesy def jam

Cadillactica – Big K.R.I.T.

courtesy 20th century fox

Let’s Be Cops

ALBUM

DVD and BLU-RAY

The second studio album from the critically-acclaimed rapper
from Mississippi is another inspired collection of soulful southern
hip-hop. The album features appearances from Wiz Khalifa, Rico
Love and Rice University guest lecturer Bernard “Bun B” Freeman,
and it includes current single “Soul Food” featuring Raphael Saadiq.

This summer sleeper hit comedy stars New Girl actors Jake Johnson and Damon Wayans Jr. as a pair of unemployed friends who
decide to take the law into their own hands after dressing up as
policemen for a costume party. But when their joke goes too far,
they learn just how hard it is to be a cop.

Sports is on Twitter. Get the scoop at twitter.com/ThresherSports
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Soccer finishes
regular season
with road win
Michael Kidd
Thresher Staff

Rice vs. UAB

2-0

courtesy alex hernandez

Sophomore running back Jowan Davis cuts upfield during a 31-17 victory against Florida International Univeristy on Saturday, Nov. 1. Davis rushed
for 55 yards and a touchdown on the day. Rice has won five straight games and looks to become bowl eligible against UTSA.

Football continues winning streak
Kevin Mohanram
Thresher Staff

Rice vs. FIU

31-17

The Rice University football team defeated
Florida International University 31-17 on Saturday, Nov. 1, extendeding their winning streak to
five games and bringing the team to 5-3 overall
and 3-1 in Conference USA.
After the Owls defense recovered an early
fumble from FIU, sophomore running back Jowan
Davis ran 19 yards for a touchdown 33 seconds
into the first quarter. Rice increased the lead to 17
after a career-long 40-yard field goal from junior
James Farrimond and a 63-yard touchdown pass
from junior quarterback Driphus Jackson to senior wide receiver Jordan Taylor.
FIU then scored 14 unanswered points
through the end of the first quarter and into the
second quarter. Jackson retaliated with a 69yard touchdown pass to true freshman James
Mayden, and FIU answered with a field goal,
closing out the half at 24-17. FIU was held scoreless in the second half, and junior Luke Turner
scored the last touchdown of the game in the
fourth quarter to bring the final score to 31-17.
Jackson led the Rice oﬀense in both passing
and rushing, throwing for 230 yards and rushing
for 66. Taylor led the team in receiving, catching
six passes for 115 yards and a touchdown.
Senior defensive end Zach Patt had a career
day en route to earning his first conference defensive player of the week title after recording
five sacks and forcing three fumbles. Patt said he
was proud of the award and attributed it to the

defense as a whole.
“Being defensive player of the week is really
a good thing for me because it’s the first time
that I’ve done this,” Patt said. “That’s just really
a testament to the [defensive line], our staﬀ, the
coaches and the unit as a core, rushing together,
playing as a team and just having fun.”
According to Bailiﬀ, the seniors played well
and led the team eﬀectively. Bailiﬀ also said it is
important to acknowledge senior defensive back
Bryce Callahan for his ability to lock down opposing receivers.
“I thought our coaches at halftime really
made some nice judgements, but also I more importantly thought our seniors just came out with
more of a passion [and] played with a chip on
their shoulders,” Bailiﬀ said. “Bryce Callahan,
our cornerback, [is] very talented. You’re not seeing his name a whole lot because he’s not getting
a lot of activity ... He had a stellar game.”
Junior defensive end Brian Nordstrom said he
was happy with the team’s defensive performance
but acknowledged the need for improvement.
“I’m really happy with how the defense played
in the second half of the game,” Nordstrom said.
“But at the same time, we’re not satisfied. We still
have the goals of winning conference and getting
to a bowl game that we need to accomplish.”
Jackson said he liked how the oﬀense played
to start the game but said they could have performed better in the second half.
“As far as oﬀense goes, I feel we played well
in the first half,” Jackson said. “I feel like we
have to play better in the second half ... I feel like
we are making great strides. We are throwing the
ball a lot better, even though the completion percentage is not where I would like it to be. We are
actually putting points on the board in the air.
That’s balancing out our ground attack. It’s going to get better going forward.”
Jackson also said playing high-ranked

schools at the beginning of the year helped
prepare the team to face off against conference competition.
“It takes a lot of pressure oﬀ, to be honest,”
Jackson said. “Those big games [against Notre
Dame and A&M] end up preparing you for the
pressure of conference ... [We] want to be undefeated, but [our] goal is to be conference champions. Even though we dropped first conference
game to Old Dominion, I felt like we played well
in that game. We just came up short ... We can
match up with the best and biggest.”
Junior all-conference defensive tackle
Christian Covington will be out for around two
weeks with a lower leg injury from Saturday’s
game. Coach Bailiﬀ said the team will miss
Covington’s presence but they have enough
depth to recover quickly.
“Dylan Klare is playing exceptionally,” Bailiﬀ said. “Ross Winship has stepped up ... We’ve
got good depth there in the middle of the defensive line. They’re making plays. Will we miss
him? Absolutely, he’s a great player. Coach [Jim]
Wacker, when I played for him, used to tell us
‘you don’t win a championship with a healthy
club.’ People have to step up and I expect those
guys behind him to.”
Rice is looking to extend their win streak to
six games as they host the University of Texas,
San Antonio (2-6, 1-3 C-USA) on Saturday, Nov.
8. Bailiﬀ said the return of their senior starting
quarterback Tucker Carter will make the game
more challenging.
“They have their quarterback back; you
know they’re going to come in here excited,” Bailiﬀ said. “They still have a chance to go to a bowl
game ... We’ll have a great week of practice [and
we] look forward to his homecoming game.”
The game against UTSA is Rice’s homecoming game and will kick off at 11 a.m. at
Rice Stadium.

Volleyball sweeps series in Florida
Juan Saldana

Thresher Staff
The Rice University volleyball team (20-6, 10-2
C-USA) earned two victories in Florida this weekend against conference opponents Florida International University (6-20, 3-10 C-USA) and Florida
Atlantic University (17-9, 8-5 C-USA).
The first victory came on a Friday matchup in
Miami, Florida against FIU. The Owls faced an FIU
team riding a seven-game losing streak. The Owls
broke a 16-16 tie in the first set and a 22-22 tie in
the second to narrowly pull away with the first two

Rice vs. FIU

3-1

Rice vs. FAU

3-0

sets, 25-18 and 25-22. Despite FIU taking the third
set and avoiding the sweep, the Owls prevailed in
a 3-1 victory and, with the win, clinched a spot in
the Conference USA tournament.
On Sunday, the team traveled north to Boca Raton, Florida to take on the FAU Owls. With consistent and balanced play on oﬀense and a defense
that held FAU to a .200 hitting percentage, the Rice
Owls completed their 13th 3-0 sweep of the season.
The win also secured their place among the top
Rice volleyball teams in recent history by becoming the 13th team to reach 20 wins in a season.
0see Vball page 10

The Rice University soccer team closed
out the 2014 regular season on the road this
past Thursday with a 2-0 victory over the
University of Alabama, Birmingham. Rice
completed the season with an 11-3-3 record
(7-2-1 C-USA) and earned 22 points in conference play.
With Thursday’s victory, the Owls tied
the University of North Texas for first place
in C-USA. However, UNT had one more
match to play. UNT won their game Friday
night and managed to clinch the C-USA
title, but the Owls’ record earned them
second place in C-USA and the No. 2 seed
in the Conference USA tournament held in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
On Thursday night, the Owls scored in
the fourth minute of the match. Senior midfielder Gabriela Iribarne earned her third
goal in the past two matches on a 15-yard
strike. With Rice leading 1-0, junior forward
Lauren Hughes fired a bending shot from
outside the box that found its way into the
top corner of the net. With the goal, Hughes
set a Rice record by scoring in five consecutive matches. The defenders were tested
during the game as Rice was outshot 14-12
and gave up 10 corner kicks. However, the
Owls played their way to their eighth shutout on the season and the 2-0 victory.
Head Coach Nicky Adams said she was
pleased with the way the Owls jumped out
to an early lead against a UAB team determined to clinch a C-USA tournament berth.
“We came in knowing that UAB was going to give us their best game because their
backs were against the wall to get in the
conference tournament,” Adams said. “We
came out and played well in the first half
scoring two goals … That was a huge help.”
The Owls now have their eyes on winning the Conference USA tournament and
clinching an automatic NCAA Tournament
berth. To clinch the berth, the Owls must
win three consecutive games in an eightteam bracket, single-elimination system.
The first game is scheduled between the No.
2 seed Owls and the No. 7 seed Western Kentucky University. Kick oﬀ is scheduled for 11
a.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 5. The winner between the Owls and the Hilltoppers will play
the winner of No. 3 seed University of Texas,
El Paso and the No. 6 seed Louisiana Tech
University two days later on Nov. 7.
Hughes, the leading scorer in C-USA
with 12 goals, said the team is confident
and ready to play in this tournament.
“We’re going into this tournament confident in ourselves and ready to fight to
win,” Hughes said. “This is the best team
I’ve seen since coming here, and I know
that we have all the elements to win this
tournament and move on to NCAAs.”
Hughes said the current four-game win
streak has helped establish momentum
heading into the tournament.
“Going into the tournament on a fourgame win streak is really exciting,” Hughes
said. “There have been a low number of
chances for the other teams … and oﬀensively we’ve been combining really well [to make
sure] the ball goes in the back of the net.”
Senior midfielder Quinny Truong said
she attributes the improvement of this
year’s team to the enhanced chemistry and
teamwork on the squad.
“The team dynamic [and] the selflessness this team has portrayed over this past
season … [have] been the biggest factor to
our success,” Truong said. “All the dedication, hard work and trust we have in one
another has been what makes this one
team unique compared to other teams of
the past.”
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Just keep
swimming

5

Senior Casey Clark competes in the butterfly event in a dual meet on Saturday, Nov. 1. Clark won three
individual events, coming first in the 100- and 200-yard freestyle with times of 52.41 and 1:52.19, respectively. Clark also won the butterfly event with a time of 56.16, the best in the C-USA this season. Rice fell
to the University of North Texas in the meet 151-140.

Soccer
vs. Western
Kentucky University,
Charlotte, NC, 11 a.m.

The Owls (13-3-3) open as the
No. 2 seed in the Conference USA
Tournament this week, with their
first game against No. 7 WKU.

7

Volleyball
vs. University of
North Texas, 6 p.m.

The Rice volleyball team (20-6)
looks to improve its winnng streak
to five games against in-state conference rival North Texas.

Sports
Calendar

Games this Week

8

Football
vs. University of
Texas, San Antonio
11 a.m.

On homecoming Saturday, the
Rice football team looks to earn
its sixth-consecutive victory and
become bowl eligible for the third
season in a row. The Owls are currently in second place in the CUSA West Division and look to improve their standing in the league.

8

Men’s
Basketball

vs. LeTourneau
University, 5 p.m.

The Owls play in the first exhibition game of the season against
LeTourneau University. This will
be the first game under new head
coach Mike Rhoades.

9

Volleyball
vs. Lousianna Tech
University, 1 p.m.

The third-place Rice volleyball team will play conference foe
Lousiana Tech Sunday at 1 p.m
and will look to take a win from
last-place Lousiana Tech.

Head Coach Genny Volpe said she was
pleased with the resilience the team showed
after a relatively poor start against FIU.
Volpe also said she was happy with the way
they overcame the diﬃcult start to beat FIU
on Friday and then defeated a tougher team
in FAU on Sunday.
“We started out a little bit rocky at
Florida International but managed to pull
out a win with pretty average play,” Volpe
said. “Against Florida Atlantic, we knew we
had to step up our game because they are a
stronger team and we did.”
Right side hitter Chelsey Harris recorded
double-digit kills in both games with 16
against FIU and a team-high 13 against FAU.
Volpe said Harris played a valuable role in
the perfect weekend.
“Chelsey Harris did an awesome job for
us over the weekend,” Volpe said. “She was
extremely dependable checking for us on
the right side.”
In addition to Harris, Volpe said she was
impressed with the job freshman Katie Steel
has done as setter, stepping in for injured
sophomore Sara Blasier.
“Katie has really come through being put
in a very important position quarterbacking
the team while Sara has been out with injury,” Volpe said. “I have been so impressed
with her ability to focus and work through
some tough match situations. Katie’s assist
numbers have been stellar, and I think the
team and she deserve a lot of credit for pulling together and gelling like they have these
last two weeks.”
The Owls now sit at third place in the Conference USA standings with a 10-2 conference
record with the two losses coming from the
current leaders in the conference — the University of Texas, San Antonio and Western
Kentucky University. With four matches left
in the season, the Owls are trying to climb in
the Conference USA standings as they prepare for the conference tournament on Nov.
21. Volpe said the team is looking to finish the
season strong and carry the winning streak
into the C-USA tournament in order to receive
a spot in the NCAA Tournament.
“We want to obviously [win] out the rest
of our matches in conference play and then
continue that momentum into winning
the conference tournament,” Volpe said.
“We have that ability and we know what
we need to do. The team is committed. We
honestly have the best offense in the league
and need to capitalize on that to keep winning out.”
The Owls now have four conference home
games in the next two weeks. This weekend
features a 6 p.m. Friday matchup against
the University of North Texas, followed by a
1 p.m. Sunday game against Louisiana Tech
University.
Volpe said the importance of these final
regular-season home games are critical for
the team’s confidence and momentum going
into postseason play.
“We need the support of the Owl fans,”
Volpe said. “We would absolutely love to
see the members of the Rice community
come out and support this awesome team.
We hope that the student body comes out in
full force and gives us the home-court advantage. We have been on the road a lot this
season, and so I know the team is looking
forward to playing in front of their fans.”
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Cross country
teams compete
in championship
Maddy Adams
Sports Editor

The Rice University men’s and women’s
cross-country team competed in the Conference USA Cross Country Championship at the
University of North Texas this weekend. The
women’s team placed second overall in the
meet with 62 points, trailing only Middle Tennessee State University with 55 points. The
men’s team placed fourth in the meet, led by
redshirt junior Will Firth, who finished sixth
overall and had the best finish in the conference tournament in Rice history with a time
of 24:29 in the 8K race.
Sophomore Cali Roper led the women’s
team with a first place individual finish with
a time of 16:43, a full seven seconds faster
than Middle Tennessee sophomore Hannah
Maina’s second place finish. Roper’s time
was the fourth-fastest mark in C-USA championship history for a 5K race. Roper was also
the only Owl in Rice’s history to finish first
at a C-USA title race and the second Owl to
claim an individual cross-country title.
Along with Roper, sophomore Katie Jensen and freshman Madi McLellan received
First Team All-Conference Honors. Jensen
finished fifth with a time of 16:59, and McLellan finished sixth with a time of 17:08.
Along with Firth, who earned first team
All-Conference Honors, sophomore Adam
Davidson earned a spot on the second team
All-Conference team by finishing in 11th
place in 24:47. Freshmen Steve Booker and
Brad Dohner earned third team All-Conference honors after finishing with times of
25:09 and 25:10, respectively.
Both the men’s and women’s cross country teams will next compete in the NCAA
South Central Regional in Fayetteville, Arkansas on Nov. 14.

marcel merwin/thresher

Turning upfield

Jones College senior Tori Brooks eludes a defender during a 13-7 victory over McMurtry College on
Monday, Nov. 3. The game ended McMurtry’s season, one year removed from a championship game
appearance.
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A

fter an intense rush week, culminating
in Baker 13, every single Jones freshman
found himself rejected from his dream
fraternity at Jones College. Of the seven that
made it through “the knuckle” during Baker 13,
three were never seen again, two refused to
go back to Jones, and one “wouldn’t even
do a keg stand.” Jones Representative Hersh
Agrawal issued a statement saying, “Obviously
this behavior is pretty un-fucking Mu-GammaJIBA.” The remaining student was close to making it
into the Frat, especially after being the first human
to successfully complete the Fijian Bear-NakedBubble-Wrap-Banana-Bonanza-Blast-All-MaleMoon-Landing, but he did not pass the jiggle
test. Moreover, he passed the traditional Jones
Sandboarding Test, the Galveston Sandy
Hot Dog and the Ice Bucket Challenge. Still,
reports indicate he did receive a bid from his
second choice, Martel College, where he
wrote a successful romantic comedy
screenplay and treated his female
counterparts with courtesy
and
genuine
human
interest; no wonder Jones
kicked him to the curb.

Still, these fraternities are all unofficial, as the
only fraternity to attain a national charter at Rice
is Rice University Club Rugby Team / Finance Club.
Despite being the only fraternity on campus, their
entrance requirements are rather open: All that is
needed is proof of bottle service at Red Door and a
deep and rational hatred of exit signs.
Some of the reported Jones rejects have sought
out a different route through the Rice’s time-old
tradition of eating clubs. Particularly popular this
year was Rice’s oldest and most prestigious eating
club, Baker, where young a capella singers and
good-old boys sit around, smoke cigars and shoot
the sexism. “Boo to the low-keys,” said one of the
blue-blazer-clad trust-fund children in perfect
harmony. The fellows then went on to “Bless the
rain, down in Africa.”
Still others joined the McMurtry Secret Society,
known only through the code name “Duncan
College.” The freshmen were originally shocked at
the secrecy of the group but have come to accept
their rituals involving churros, hot chocolate and
solar deities.
Luckily, Lovett College has graciously accepted
the remaining “homeless” freshmen — they asked
only that they fail the jiggle test.

The Backpage is satire and written by Reed Thornburg, and this week Dennis Budde and Andrew Stout collaborated. For comments or questions, please email turnt@rice.edu.

CLASSIFIEDS @rice.edu
WANTED
Teach for Test Masters! Dynamic and
Energetic teachers wanted. Starting pay
rate is $20 to $32 per hour. Flexible schedules. We provide all training, all training
is paid, and we pay for travel. Email your
resume to rice-jobs@testmasters.com.
Tutors needed immediately! Rice Alum
hiring tutors for Middle & High School
Math, Natural & Social Science, Foreign
Language, and Humanities. Reliable transportation required. Pay $25-40/hr based
on experience. Contact 832-428-8330 and
email resume to siyengar777@gmail.com
Rice Architecture Professors seek responsible graduate or undergraduate to
ADVERTISING

Middle school tutor for girl on 8th
grade
- Math, English, Spanish.
- 5 minute drive from Rice university
- 2-3 day per week at 5-6pm ,$30 per hour.
-Call:8323167451 or email: dinak28@
gmail.com

nings, weekends and holidays. Must be
able to work graveyard shift if needed.
We are open 24hours a day/ 7 days a
week / 365 days a year. We are open Easter, 4th of July, Memorial & Labor Day,
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years
day. We start at 9.00 during training. 6090 days Hours are depending on your
commitment and availability. It is part
time 16-30 hours. Can turn into more on
availability
We are in Montrose Shephard & West
Gray 713-834-3850 employment voicemail

Can you type 45wpm? Good communications Skills? Dependable and Polite?
We are needing an evening operator. Eve-

Elite Private Tutors is hiring Rice students ASAP!
Owned by a Rice alumni, we are excited
to add tutors to our growing company.

pick up 10 year old son from Poe Elementary 3 days a week (M/W/F) at 3:15pmstay with him until 5:45pm or bring
directly to campus. Email for schedule
details and compensation finley@rice.
edu

We accept display and classified advertisements. The Thresher reserves
the right to refuse any advertising for any reason. Additionally, the
Thresher does not take responsibility for the factual content of any ad.
Printing an advertisement does not constitute an endorsement by the
Thresher.
Display advertisements must be received by
5 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication.
Cynthia Bau
Advertising Manager
713-348-3971
thresher-ads@rice.edu

CLASSIFIEDS
1–40 words
41–80 words
80–120 words

$20
$40
$60

Cash, check or credit card payment must
accompany your classified advertisement, which must be received by
12 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication.

Please email Mallory at admin@eliteprivatetutors.com if you are interested. Must
have a car, good attitude and a 3.0 GPA or
higher! Come join the Elite Team, we’re
looking forward to meeting you!
TUTORING Looking for creative and charismatic Rice students to tutor HS level
chemistry, physics, biology, geometry,
algebra 1&2, pre-cal, calculus, and Spanish. Reliable transportation required.
Starting at $35/hour. Email resume to
may@allinoneacademics.com.
Elementary school (5th grade) general studies tutor. Must have Spanish
fluency. Daily meetings. 5 minute
drive from Rice. $25 per hour. Call
713-269-3743

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Annual subscription rates:
$60/year domestic
$125/year international via first-class mail
Non-subscription rate:
First copy free
Second copy $5

The Rice Thresher
Attn.: Subscriptions
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Houston, TX 77005-1892
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